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Dear David

Thank you for your email. ou are right to suggest that pricing is sensitive and we normally only release such
information on exchange of a Non-disclosure Agreement. But that wouldn't help you in your thesis.

To offer a ball-park figure, AUDS 360 Fieldmast system such as https://www.flickr.com/photos/blighter-surveillance-
systems/30277697045/ will cost in the order of GB 1.2 M. This includes all hardware, connectivity Command and
Control suite and software.

If I may; one way in which you might conduct your analysis is based on the effective range of the equipment and the
area under surveillance. AUDS will reliably detect a DJI hantom at 3.5km. Therefore the area under surveillance is
38.5 km 2. Therefore the cost per km 2 is GB 31,181. hich is really quite reasonable

I hope that this helps

Kind regards

Bob

Bob Tonkins, Sales & Support Manager

Blighter Surveillance Systems Limited
Iceni House, London Road, Great Chesterford, Saffron alden, CB10 1N , UK
T: +44 1223 491122 M: +44 7801 398731 E: bob.tonkins@blighter.com : www.blighter.com

-----Original Message-----
From: David Kry ka <david.kryska@gmail.com>
Sent: 23 July 2018 11:28
To: Grant Bennett <grant.bennett@blighter.com>; auds@chess-dynamics.com; auds@enterprisecontrol.co.uk
Subject: Anti-UAV system

Dear Sir or Madam,

My name is David Kry ka, I am a student of C ech Technical university in rague.

Right now, I am writting a Bachelor's thesis on the topic Threats caused by unmanned aerial vehicles and defenses
against them . I have read about your Anti-UAV system on your website and I would like to ask you if you could send
me any price list of your Anti-UAV product (AUDS .
In my thesis, I would like to compare multiple Anti-UAV solutions in terms of acquisiton costs.

I hope it is not a problem or is is internal information?

Thank you for your time - I look forward to hearing from you.

ours sincerely,
Kry ka David
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